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Societies of Wolves and Free-ranging Dogs

Wolves are charismatic emblems of wilderness. Dogs, which descended fromwolves,

are models of urbanity. Do free-ranging dogs revert to pack living, or are their

societies only reminiscent of a wolfish heritage?

Focusing on behavioral ecology, this is the first book to assess societies of

both gray wolves and domestic dogs living as urban strays and in the feral state.

It provides a comprehensive review of wolf genetics, particularly of New World

wolves and their confusing admixture of wolf, coyote, and dog genomes. Spotte

draws on the latest scientific findings across the specialized fields of genetics,

sensory biology, reproductive physiology, space use, foraging ecology, and social-

ization. This interdisciplinary approach provides a solid foundation for a startling

and original comparison of the social lives of wolves and free-ranging dogs.

Supplementary material, including a full glossary of terms, is available online

at www.cambridge.org/9781107015197.

Stephen Spotte is a marine scientist with research and field experience ranging

from the Arctic to the Amazon basin. He has been curator or director of three US

public aquariums, was a research scientist at the Marine Sciences and Technology

Center, University of Connecticut, and is presently Adjunct Scientist at Mote

Marine Laboratory in Sarasota, Florida.
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There are some authors who have thought that dogs and wolves are one kind:

namely, that vulgar dogs are tame wolves and that ravening wolves are wild dogs.

Edward Topsell, Historie of Four-footed Beastes (1607)
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Preface

Behavior and ecology are “two sides of the same coin,”1 a viewpoint I endorse and

use in this brief essay on the social lives of wolves and free-ranging dogs. My goal

has been to write a timely, simple, relevant book. Timely with current research

findings, simple in minimizing technical information, and relevant by deepening

our understanding of wolves and of dogs that run loose in a contentious world of

shrinking spaces.

The wolves discussed include gray wolves (Canis lupus) and their admixtures:

the Great Lakes wolf (including the Algonquin wolf) and the red wolf,

more aptly named red coyote. When referring to first-generation wolf �

domestic dog admixtures I use wolfdog; coydog is the term applied when the

first-generation offspring are progeny of coyotes (Canis latrans) and domestic

dogs. A free-ranging dog is any dog of domestic origin uncontrolled by

humans and includes truly feral animals like dingoes, rural and urban strays,

and wandering pets. Dingoes that have interbred with domestic dogs are

known as wild canids or wild dogs in Australia, but to keep things consistent

I refer to their first-generation offspring as dingo-dogs. Although not entirely

logical (both are actually domestic dogs), the term has a pleasing sound when

spoken aloud.

Why focus on free-ranging dogs and exclude those with owners? Because only

dogs living in partial or complete independence from humans offer insight into

how their societies function ecologically. With few exceptions these animals today

exist at the peripheries of human societies, passing through almost unnoticed.

The wolf literature, although vast and comprehensive, is a honeycomb of special-

ties. Wolves gave rise to domestic dogs and yet few studies have placed the two

side by side and compared social aspects of their behavioral ecology. My objective

is to do this, bringing to light some of the biology underlying societies of wolves

and free-ranging dogs.

In the interest of scholarship I seldom cite unrefereed, or “gray,” literature

(e.g. federal and state government reports) and undocumented statements

from books and websites. I also omit mention of popular books with certain

exceptions, notably Adolph Murie’s groundbreaking The Wolves of Mount

McKinley, Lois Crisler’s extraordinary memoir Arctic Wild, and the remarkable

account of L. David Mech titled The Arctic Wolf: Living with the Pack. All offer

rare insight into how wolves live in nature, information not available elsewhere.
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These classics bear out a singular truth: that intense observation of wild animals

shifts their social lives into clearer focus while paradoxically extending our

distance from them.

What follows is more narrative than text, the chapter titles low barriers erected

to intermittently disrupt and redirect the flow of information. Canid evolution,

and that of domestic dogs in particular, has been remarkably messy, and this story

of their heritage and societies as I tell it might seem similarly eclectic. There are no

chapters labeled behavior, evolution, and so forth as if these categories were not

congeries and could somehow teeter along in isolation. Attempting to establish

arbitrary classifications at any level implies the capacity to pry apart and reassem-

ble nature in convenient pieces. Like a dog’s genes, what I have to say has been

unavoidably mixed and integrated.

Wolf genetics is a turbulent sea of confusion. Nowhere except in a limited region

of southeastern Canada and the contiguous United States have so many forms of

the genus Canis coexisted in the recent past, and nowhere else is their collective

heritage quite so muddled. Attempting to sort out how these different lineages and

populations admixed and their behavior adapted to changing prey and landscapes

can offer fascinating insights. The genetic composition of a wolf, coyote, or dog

has bearing on how it looks and interacts with its own kind, others closely related

to it, or with us, including whether or not we consider it worth protecting. In the

absence of such knowledge we have only breeders’ manuals, pedigree registries,

and nature television, sources revealing what wolves and dogs have become but

little about how they arrived. Before describing what an animal does, understand-

ing what it is seems a useful prelude.

To keep matters clear I largely ignore the idea of subspecies except in

historical usage. Consistent with this I treat dingoes as free-ranging dogs and

the New Guinea singing dog as a dingo.2 All are derived lineages of Canis lupus

(domestic dogs and gray wolves share 99.8% of their mitochondrial DNA).3

As one researcher wrote: “Dogs are gray wolves, despite their diversity in size

and proportion.”4 Improbable as it seems, that includes the Pekingese mincing

toward you with a bow on its head and wearing a form-fitted jacket.5 I omit

discussion of two wild dogs only distantly related to the wolf and its immediate

descendants. The dhole (Cuon alpinus) split from the rest of the dogs about

7.6 million years ago6 and is actually more closely related to the jackals. The

African wild dog (Lycaon pictus) occupies an even more basal place in canid

evolution.7

References have been relegated to endnotes along with parenthetical and

explanatory information I felt interrupted the text. No doubt some readers will

whine about this decision, even bark or howl. To help overcome the anxiety and

exhaustive effort of paging back and forth I recommend a bookmark. References

and notes constitute part of a book’s structure, not its narrative, just as the image

in a painting can be viewed and assessed satisfactorily without examining the

brush strokes.

xii Preface
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Terms that appear in italics are defined in the text, others in the endnotes, but

definitions of all can be found in the online glossary (see back cover) with two

exceptions: descriptions of visual and haptic agonistic behaviors are summarized

in Table 3.1, acoustical characterizations of wolf vocalizations in Table 4.2. I felt a

detailed glossary was necessary to assure readers that terms and concepts intro-

duced are subsequently applied and discussed as defined, and because the subject

matter straddles several specialties each with its own vocabulary. Overall, my

intention was to make things easier for general readers or those who might be

specialists in one field but not the others. I kept graphs and tables to a minimum

and decided that color photographs were unnecessary. The world contains many

beautiful pictures of canids, and their addition would not have enhanced what

I have to say. As Sartre told us, “Images are fleeting, blurred, individual; they

reflect our particularity. But words are social, they universalize.”

The behavior of social animals such as wolves and dogs is largely about

communication. Attempts at identifying and classifying their interactions often

leads to questions posed by linguistics, which are suited only to humans. How

does animal communication function in a social context (pragmatics), and what

could communication actually “mean” to the animals themselves (semantics)?

As I discuss, such links remain unconnected in every species except our own.

Language is us, and in trying to determine what animals do we have lots of

description available and limited enlightenment.

The insistence that behavior and biology are inseparable might seem frustrating

to those who measure only behavior’s visible aspects. However, mechanism

underlies expression at every level, and behaviorists ignore this truth at their peril.

So-called “cognitive” studies are misnamed when the variables are limited to

cognition’s outward displays; that is, when the observer describes a result and

ignores the cause. Observation alone offers limited explanatory power if its goal

is understanding how and why animals behave as they do. Exceptions arise in

restricted contexts (e.g. ecology) where behavior becomes a dependent variable

used to evaluate larger effects. I discuss some situations in which observation’s

cloudy lens has adequate resolving power (e.g. prey switching, habitat-biased

dispersal), helping explain why if not how.

Progress in understanding the social behavior of wolves and dogs has been slow

and hesitant, stymied in part by an inability to divorce our own probable

responses from those of the subjects. Linking a dog’s whine with what seems to

us is frustration, yelp with what surely must be fear because a comparable signal

would be fearful to us, is not a fruitful approach. Solid experimental designs

should prevent conclusions from overreaching the data, but research has always

been compromised by the difficulty of keeping our self-awareness suitably distant

from the phenomenal consciousness of our subjects. The footprints of human bias

contaminate the best experiments. We measure the howls of wolves and barks of

dogs acoustically, count scent-marks, and try to determine context in a wolf’s

stare, but in the end any interpretations seldom pass beyond conjecture. These and

xiiiPreface
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similar phenomena present themselves as abducent ghosts not yet unanchored

in biology and therefore unexplained or coherently explainable. Animals exist in

realms we can barely penetrate as tourists, much less scientists. As N. Kathryn

Hayles wrote, “If every species constructs for itself a different world, which is

the world?”

Stephen Spotte

Mote Marine Laboratory

Sarasota, Florida
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Abbreviations

AOB accessory olfactory bulb

AOS accessory olfactory system

BISF Beltrami Island State Forest

BMR basal metabolic rate

DAP dog-appeasing pheromone

ESS evolutionarily stable strategy

FLU flexed-leg urination

FSH follicle-stimulating hormone

GnRH gonadotropin-releasing hormone

LH luteinizing hormone

MHC major histocompatibility complex

MOB main olfactory bulb

MOE main olfactory epithelium

MOS main olfactory system

mRNA messenger RNA

mtDNA mitochondrial DNA

ORs odorant receptors

RLU raised-leg urination

SNF Superior National Forest

SNPs single-nucleotide polymorphisms

SQA squat-urination

STU standing-urination

TAARs trace amine-associated receptors

TRs taste receptors

VNO vomeronasal organ

VRs vomeronasal receptors
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